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ABSTRACT 
Converses of matrix inequalities corresponding to ratios and differences of means 
are extended to the positive semidefinite case. This is done by the use of generalized 
inverses of powers of positive semidefinitc matrices. Similar extensions for converses 
of matrix forms of H/Jlder's inequality are also given. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many well-known inequalities involve negative powers of positive definite 
Hermitian matrices and hence cannot be simply extended to the positive 
semidefinite case. For example, letting A be a Hermitian positive definite 
matrix with eigenvalues )h ~> A2 >~ "'" /> ~,, A~ > An, the following inequal- 
ities involving powers of A are given in [10, p. 272] (see also [6, p. 504]), [8, 
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p. 50], and [13, p. 304] respectively for rs 4= O, r < s, x*x = 1: 
r [x*A"x  - ax*A~x - b] > O, 
where 
(1) 
r r ,~ r r 
A l - A , ,  A iA , ,  - AiA,, 
,~ b (2) 
a I - -  / I t ' ; , '  aSl ' - a~,  
1 ~ (x*a~)*/ ' (x*a'x)  -'/~ 
~< (s ~- 7) iT  77  1) ( r  ~-~-~7- -  1) ' (3) 
where 7 = )h/)%; 
o ~ (a~x, x) ~/~-  (x*Ax)  '/~ ~ (y* ) ' / '  - (ay* + b) '/r, 
where y* is the unique value in (ATe, A' 1) for which 
(4) 
h('1) = ,v ~/~ - (ay + b) ~/r (,5) 
achieves its mt~ximum. 
Let us now consider the case r < 0 < s in the above inequalities. If A is 
merely positive semidefinite Hermitian, and hence has at least one zero 
eigenvalue, then A r for r < 0 does not exist. 
Utilizing an approach first used by Hearon [3, p. 62] and subsequently b  
Mond [7, p. 394], we extend the above inequalities to positive semidefinite 
Hermitian matrices by the use of generalized inverses, thus obtaining eneral- 
izations of all of the above-listed inequalities and references. 
NOTATION AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Given any matrix A with complex entries, there exists [12, p. 406] a 
unique matrix A + satisfying 
AA+A = A, 
A+AA+ = A + '
~+= (~a+)  * , 
A+A = ( A+A)  *, 
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where * denotes conjugate transpose. A ÷ is called the (Moore-Penrose) 
generalized inverse of A. 
Let A be a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix of order n and rank k. 
Let those eigenvalues of A which are strictly positive be ordered as A 1 >~ 
A 2 >7 "" >~ A~ > 0. Since A is Hermitian, there exists a unitary matrix U 
such that 
A = U*[A1, A~ . . . . .  Ak,0 . . . . .  0]U (6) 
and [ A1, A 2 . . . . .  0] is the appropriate diagonal matrix. A + is easily seen to be 
A + = V*[1 /h , ,  1 /h  2 . . . . .  1 /h  k , 0 . . . . .  0]U. (7) 
Let p >~ 0. Then (see e.g. [5, p. 71]) 
= U*[V ,  *; . . . . .  V ,0  . . . . .  0]U. (8) 
For simplicity of notation, if r < 0, we shall use A (r) for (A+) -r .  Note 
that, with r < 0, (A+)  - r  = (A - r )  +.  Also, if k = n, then A += A -1 and 
A(r~ = A r. 
While some of our inequalities will require A (r) --- (A +)-r ,  powers of the 
unique generalized inverse of A,  in other cases this requirement can be 
weakened. Specifically, with A defined by (6), consider the matrix 
, ~ ~ . ,  r _ -d , , ]U  (9) B = U [A 1,A2,.. A k, dk+l . . . . .  
where dj >~ 0, j = k + 1 . . . . .  n. B is Hermitian and satisfies 
ABA = A ,  AB  = BA,  AB  = (AB)* ,  (BA)  = (BA)* ,  (10) 
but does not satisfy BAB = B. It is clear that a result proved for B also holds 
for Atr). 
We make use of the following result of Marshall and Olkin [6, p. 504]. 
LEMMA 1. Let  M,  m,  r, and  s be real numbers  w i th  r < s, rs # 0, 
M > m > O. Set 
M r - m r MSm r - -  Mrm s 
a ~ b = 
M s _ m s , M ~ _ m ~ 
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For  all x, m <~ x <<. M,  
r (  x"  - ax  ~ - b )  >10.  
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Equal i ty  holds i f  and  only i f  x = m or  x = M. 
Note that a > 0 if and only if rs > 0, and b > 0 if and only if s > 0. 
(11) 
RESULTS FOR MEANS 
THEOREM 1. Let  r and  s be real numbers ,  r < 0, s > 0. Let  A be a 
posi t ive semidef in i te  Hermi t ian  matr ix  o f  o rder  n and  rank k. Let  those roots' 
o f  A wh ich  are str ict ly posi t ive be ordered as A 1 >~ h 2 >~ .." >~ A k > O, 
l~t ] _ _  ,~  r s r _ _  r s " k h~ h k h~ A k 
a , b - (12) 
/)1.1 - -  ,')t~ ' ,~.s l' - -  .~ 
A k < A~. Set 
Let  B be a matr ix  that  satisfies (9). Then f i ) r  any x such that  x * x = 1, 
x*Bx - ax*A 'x  - b <~ O. (13) 
Str ict  equal i ty  holds i f  and  only i f  x =u 1 + u k, where  Au I = Alu ~ and  
Au k = A~u k. 
Proof. The matrix 
P = B - aA ~ - b I  (14) 
is Hermitian and has eigenvalues 
{A~-aA~-b ,  i = 1 . . . . .  k, 
txi = -d~ - b, i = k + 1 . . . . .  n" 
It follows from Lemma 1 that all tL~ <~ 0. Thus P is negative semidefinite, 
which proves (13). 
The condition for equality follows from the fact that /xi = 0 for i = 1, k 
and/x~ <0for i  ~ 1, k. • 
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Since A (r) satisfies the conditions of B, setting B = A (~) in (13) yields 
x*A(~)x - ax*ASx - b <~ O. (15) 
As indicated, (3) and (4) are not defined for A positive semidefinite. 
However, these inequalities can be extended by use of powers of the 
generalized inverse of A and (15) as follows: 
THEOREM 2. Let r, s, and A be defined as in Theorem 1. Let T = A1/Ak- 
For any x such that x*x = 1, 
(x ,ASx) I /~(x ,A( r )x )  1/~ 
(s = ;3(:r r - -  1) (r 1) (16) 
Strict equality holds if and only if x = u 1 + uk, where AA 1 = Alu 1, Au k = 
Akuk, and 
r/(r 1) - s / ( r  1) 
U~H 1 = UkU k = 1 -- U~U 1. (17)  
8 - - r  
Proof. With a and b defined by (12), it follows from (15) that 
( x*ASx)~/~'(x*A(r)x) 
- l / r  
<~ (x*ASx) l /~(ax*ASx + b) -1/r =_ g (x*ASx) .  
(18) 
g(x*ASx) is easily seen to have a maximum at x*A*X = rb [a (s -  r)] -l, 
which gives the upper bound of (16). 
Strict equality holds if and only if it holds in (15) and (18). Given the 
condition for strict equality in (13), and hence also (15), strict equality in (18) 
is easily seen to hold if and only if (17) is valid. • 
REMARK 1. It is not possible to substitute x*Bx for x*A(r)x in (16), 
since x*Bx can be negative and hence (x*Bx) -1/r may not be defined (if, 
say, r is an even integer). If x*Bx > O, then (x*Bx) -1/r is defined and the 
inequality (16) still holds. 
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THEOREM 3. Let r, s, a, and b be defined as in Theorem 1. For any x 
such that x*x = 1, 
(x*a'x) ' / ' -  (<a"~:, )  '/~ ~ (,j*)~/~ - (ay* + b) '/~, (19) 
~s where y* is the unique value in ( k, A~) for  which 
h(y)  = y ' / '  - (ay + b) '/" (2o) 
achieves its maximum. I f  s >~ 1, then y* is the unique solution of  h'( y)  = 0 
in (A;, A]). Strict equality holds if and only if x = u I + u k, where we have 
AA 1 = Ainu I, AA k = Aku k and u~u I = O, u~n~ = 1 - O, in which 
y* - A; 
0 (21)  
A'l - a;  
Proof. Assume x*A(r)x # O. It follows from (15) that 
(x .A~x)  ,/,. _ ( x.A(~.)x ) 1/,. (x*a"x) ~/~ - [a(x*A*x) + b] ' / '~  h(y*) .  
(22) 
The uniqueness of y* is proven as in [13, p. 296]. Thus for every 
y E J - (A;, a~), we have h(y)  > 0, whereas h(A' 1) = h(A;) = 0. So y* ~ J, 
and h' (y* )  = 0. Suppose y* and y~ (>y*)were  such that 
yj* E J, h (y? )  =max{h(y) :ye J}  j=  1,2. 
Then h ' (y?)  = 0, y? ~ J, j = 1, 2. Now, throughout J, 
h ' (y )  =.s' ly(1/*) ] + ar - ] (ay  + b) (1/'-) 1 
h"(y )  = s  ' ( s  ' - 1) y (t/'~)-2 +a2r - ' ( r  t _  1)(ay +b)  (i/r)-2. 
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So at every point of J where h ' (y )  = 0, we would have 
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h"(y) =s-ly(1/')-Z[(s 1_ 1) -a ( r  1_ 1)(ay +b) - ly ]  
= s - ly ( ' / s ) -2 (ay  + b) - l [ ( s  - '  - 1 ) (ay  + b)  - a ( r  -1 - 1),'t] 
=,9 ly (1 /s ) -2 (ay  -}- b )  l [a (s - ]  - F 1)y .4_ b(s -1  _ 1)].  
Now the expression i  the last square brackets times S -1 is ~< 0 at Y*I and 
t*  at Y2. Consequently h"(y) < O at every point of y of (y~, y~) where 
h ' (y )  = 0. 
Imty**  be a point in [y~, y~] where h(y) attains its minimum in 
[y~, y~]. Then y~ < y** < y~, h'(y**) = 0, h"(y**) >1 0, contradicting 
the fact that h"(y) < 0 where h'(y) = O. 
If s >~ 1, we have a(s -~ - r -1) < 0 and b(s -1 - 1) ~< 0. Thus 
h"(y~) < 0 and h"(y~) < O, and h"(y) < 0 at every point in (y~, y*)such 
that h'(y) = 0. This is impossible, since y~ and y~ must be maxima without 
a minimum point between them. 
Strict equality holds if and only if it holds throughout (22), i.e., strict 
equality holds in (15) and x*ASx = y* = 0A~ + (1 - 0)2t~, where 0 is given 
by (21). • 
REMARK 2. If x*A(r)x = 0, (19) will be said to hold with strict inequal- 
ity. [A similar remark will be applicable to (25).] This convention is a natural 
one, since A (r) is Hermitian positive semidefinite and thus x*A(r)x >10. 
REMARK 3. As was the case for Theorem 2, we cannot substitute x*Bx 
for x*A(r)x in (19). As indicated in Remark 1, for x*Bx < O, (x*Bx) Wr need 
not be defined. Even with (x*Bx) 1/~ defined, as this term gets smaller, the 
left side of (19) gets larger, so that the inequality need not be satisfied. See 
[7, p. 395] for a specific example where the left side of (19) is greater than K 
for any given K > 0. 
Special Cases 
As indicated, our results generalize a number of well-known inequalities. 
Thus, if k =n, i .e . ,  A is positive definite, then A +=A 1, B =A ( r )=A r, 
and we recover (1) and the right inequalities of (3) and (4). 
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If" r = - 1, s = 1, then (13), (16), and (19) yield, respectively, 
x*Ax + A~A~x*Bx ~ A 1 + A~:, (23) 
(x*Ax)Cx*A+x)  ~ (A, + ak)e/C4a, Ak), (24) 
x*Ax - (x*A+x)  ' <~ (X]"-~t - ~~k ) +" (25) 
Of these, (23) and (24) were given by Hearon [3, p. 62] [who proves (24) with 
B instead of A+], while (25) was given by Mond [7, p. 394]. 
If k = n, r = - 1, s = 1, then (13), (16), and (19) become, respectively, 
x*Ax+ AIA,,x*A Ix ~< A 1 + A,,, 
(x*Ax) (x*A  'x )  4 ( A , + A,,)2/(4A, A,,), 
9 
x*ax (x*A ix) _ 
(26) 
(27) 
(2s) 
Of these, (26) was given in [9], (27) is the well-known Kantorovich-Hermite 
inequality [4], and (28) was given in [10, p. 274] and [13, p. 305]. 
With k = n, so that B = A ('~ = A r, in (3) and (27), a lower bound of one 
holds, while in (4) and (28), the lower bound is zero. If, however, k < n, 
these lower bounds no longer apply. A counterexample for (24), and hence 
also for (16), is given in [3, p. 62]. Indeed, it is easy to see that ~[br the right 
choice of x, all terms can be zero. A similar analysis shows that the lower 
bound of zero does not hold in (25), and hence also in (19). For example, for 
x = (u 1 + u , ) /V~ (where Al l  i = Aiui), x*Ax - (x*A+x)  - t = 7a _ 
2/ )  h, and this is less than zero for A I < 2. 
t t ( )LDER'S INEQUALITY 
We shall make use of the following (see, for example, [1, p. 549, Theorem 
9]): If 
0</n l~<a. /9  , t /p<~M1,  p i+q l= l  ' 0<p<l ,  
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then 
(M l - ml )aP + (mlM ~ -- Mlm~')bq >~ (M~' - mP~)ab. (29) 
Substitut ing p~ for a and p~ for b, where  s > 0, r > 0, we have 
nt I ~.~ ps  . p - rq /p  ~ M1 ' i.e., Dl  I ~< p, / t ,  <~ M~, a = ps - rq. 
Lett ing m 1 = m "/p and M 1 = M r/p, we have m ~< p 4 M. 
I f  3' = M/n ,  (29) becomes  
,n ° / " (~° / '  ' - 1 )p"  ~ + M°/~(~° / '  - ~)p~" >~ (~"  - 1 )p  ~÷~. (30)  
THEOREM 4. Let r, s, p, and q be real numbers, r > O, s > O, 1 > p > 
O, q <0,  p-~ + q-~ = 1, a = ps - rq. Let A be a positive semidefinite 
matrix of  order n and rank k. Let those roots of  A that are strictly positive be 
ordered as A~ >~ A 2 >/ ... >7 A~ > 0, A k < A~. Let BbeaHermi t ian  matrix 
that satisfies 
A-~'¢BA -'q = A -~'¢, A ~'tB = BA -rq 
and has n - k nonpositive roots. Then, for  any x, we have 
A[~/"(~/~/p - 1)x*A'Px + AT~P(7"~" -  1)x*Bx >~ ( r "  - 1) x*A~*'x. 
(31)  
Proof. As already noted, B can be written as 
B = U*[~ q l rq  . . ,  rq -d , ]U  , "'e ,. A k , -  d~+l , . . . ,  
where d i >~ 0, i = k + 1 . . . . .  n. Thus the matrix 
P = ,~k~/'~(~ " /p  - 1) A s' + X['/P(3, "/'~ - 1)B - (7  ~ - 1) A r+'~ 
is Hermit ian and has eigenvalues 
~- . /c , (~/p  _ 1)a7  + aT/p( r  ~/~ - 1)a?  - ( r  ~ - 1 )a  r -s ,  iLt i = t t  k 
i=1  . . . . .  k 
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and 
IX~ = -(1,ZT/ J ' (  a ~/q - 1), 
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i = k + 1 . . . . .  n.  (32)  
It follows from (30) that /x~ > 0, i = 1 . . . . .  k, and frolll (32), since q < 0, 
that /x~ >~ 0, i = k + 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Thus P is positive semidefinite, which proves (31). • 
Since A (~'0 satisfies the conditions of B in Theorem 4, taking B = A °'0, 
(31) becomes 
A~,/ , , ( ,y '~/ ,  , - 1)x*A~,,x + A'(/"(3,'*/q _ 1)x*A(~9)x 
> (T " -  1)x*A È+'x. 
THEOREM 5. 
(33) 
Let the conditions of Theorem 4 hold. Then fl~r x*Ax ~ O, 
x*Ar+'sx <~ K(x*A"Px)I/P(x*A("'I)x) '/q, 
where 
K = p ' / , ' l q l> '~/ ( , " , ' (~  ~/ , ' -  1 ) ' / " (1  - ~7 ' , ) ' / " / (~  - 1).  
Proof. (33) can be written as 
(~  - 1 )x .A - -~x  <. (1 /p )pa ; " / ' , (~/ ,  ' - 1)x*A~,'~ 
1 
+-- ( -q )A~' /P (1  - T•/ , , )x*A(,q)x 
q 
4 p ' / J ' a~ ' / ( "q ) (T  " / '  - 1) l /" (x*AWx) '/'' 
X ( - -q) ' /qA ' ( / ( "q) (1  - y" / " ) ' / " (x*A( rq )x )  ' /q, 
where we have used the well-known reverse arithmetic-geometric inequality. 
a~'b ~-~ >~ oea + (1 - a)b  if a ,b  > 0, a < 0 or a > 1. • 
Theorems 4 and 5 are extensions of results from [11, pp. 382-383, 
Theorems 1 and 2]. As before, we cannot substitute x*Bx for x*A(r'Ox in 
Theorem 5, since (x*Bx)  1/q may not be defined. 
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